IHI STUDIO PERSONAL PORTRAITS
Do you do family photography?
Yes, we do individual and family portraiture. See the price list in downloads for an
estimate of costs.
Do you do weddings?
David shot his first wedding over 25 years ago and does a few custom weddings each
year. Please contact IHI Studio & Design for a quote.
How can I view my photos?
IHI offers on-line viewing and ordering to all our customers. Once your photographs
have been taken, you will be giving a case sensitive password to access your account.
How much will my project cost?
IHI Studio & Design offers a price list, which can be found under the menu option
Services, “Get A Quote;” it gives the general costs for most projects. Not every type of
shoot will be listed, but if you describe the type and scope of your project on our “request
a quote” form, David will get back to you with specific information for your unique
project.
Will my photographs be retouched?
Custom prints are always retouched and airbrushed to lighten facial lines and remove
blemishes.
Who owns the photograph?
IHI Studio & Design retains ownership of photographs. No photo can be used or copied
without permission from David Ciolfi & IHI Studio & Design.
How do I obtain a license to use your photographs?
There are two ways for clients to obtain a license to use images:
1.

Commissioning a photographer to fulfill a specific request, commonly called
assignment photography.

2.

Licensing the use of an existing image, known as stock photography. You should
pay for the intended usage only, and that will be agreed upon by you and IHI Studio
& Design.
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GENERAL QUESTIONS
What is the difference between a stock photo and an art print?
A Stock Photograph, an image from the artist’s existing collection, is protected by
copyright but is available for licensing.
Art Prints are limited edition, custom prints of photographs that are signed by David
Ciolfi and printed on archival paper or canvas with a protective UV finish.
Both can be purchased on our web site.
How do you get those remarkable landscape pictures?
As an avid observer of nature, David never stops looking at the light with the intention of
capturing God’s beauty in a photograph. Consequently, he often seems to be in the right
place at the right time for a unique and truly beautiful photograph.
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